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The structures and related properties of the complex [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ (phen) 1,10-phenanthroline;
dppz) dipyrido [3,2-a:2′,3′-c]phenazine) in the ground state (S0), the first singlet excited state (S1), and the
first triplet excited state (T1) have been studied using density functional theory (DFT), time-dependent (TD)
DFT, Hartree-Fock (HF), and configuration interaction singles (CIS) methods. Three electronic absorption-
spectral bands (1MLCT, 1LL, and 1LL) lying in the range of 250-550 nm in vacuo and in aqueous solution
were theoretically calculated, simulated, and assigned with TDDFT method. In particular, the theoretical
results show the following: (1) The positive charges of central Ru atom in the excited states (S1 and T1) are
greatly increased relative to those in the ground state (S0), and thus the Ru atom in the excited states can be
regarded as Ru(III). (2) The positive charges on the main ligand (6-OH-dppz) in the excited states are
considerably reduced, and thus the interaction between the main ligand (intercalative ligand) and DNA base
pairs is considerably weakened. (3) The geometric structures in excited states are also distorted, resulting in
obvious increase in the coordination bond length. It is advantageous to the complex forming a high oxidizing
center (i.e., Ru(III) ion). On the basis of these results, a theoretical explanation on photoinduced oxidation
reduction mechanism of DNA photocleavage by [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ has been presented.

1. Introduction

During the past decade, the transition-metal complexes
containing bipyridine (bpy) and phenanthroline (phen) or their
modified moieties as ligands have attracted considerable interest
for their potential utilities in DNA-cleavage agents,1,2 DNA
structure probes,3,4 DNA photoprobes,5 DNA molecular light
switches,6,7 and so forth. Recently, many transition-metal
polypyridyl complexes have been synthesized and characterized,
and their DNA-binding properties have been investigated by
UV-vis absorption spectra, emission spectra, viscosity mea-
surement, circular dichroism spectra and gel electrophoresis
experiments, and so forth.7-10 Moreover, some of them have
been found to possess an excellent DNA cleavage characteristic
under light irradiation,7-10 in agreement with the statement
“those complexes whose excited states can initiate a series of
chemical reactions which ultimately lead to nucleic acid
cleavage” in the review.11

At present, many interests have been focused on DNA
photocleavage by Ru(II) polypyridyl-type complexes, because
such a kind of complex can bind to DNA in an intercalative
mode which is the most important and well-known mode in
the interactions between the complex and DNA. The clarification
of the DNA-photocleavage mechanism of such complexes will
be very helpful to the comprehension of the trend in DNA
mutation and damage as well as further to the design of DNA
photocleavage agents. On the basis of a great number of
experimental studies, two main DNA-photocleavage mecha-
nisms by Ru(II) complexes, that is, the1O2 mechanism11,12-13

and the photoelectron transfer11,14-17 (or called photoinduced

oxidation reduction) mechanism, have been presented. However,
it is still difficult to tell out the DNA photocleavage belonging
to which kind of special mechanism for a given Ru(II)
complex.18-19As is well known, the photoinduced DNA cleav-
age by the Ru(II) polypyridyl complexes closely relates to the
electronic properties of excited states, moreover, as far as we
have known, the theoretical report based on the electronic
excited states of transition metal complexes to explain the DNA
photocleavage mechanism has not been found yet. It may be
such a reason that a great deal of computational expense is
required for the study on the excited states of transition metal
complexes. Along with the high-speed development of computer
technology, the studies on the electronic structures and related
properties of the excited states of transition-metal complexes
have become a conspicuous theoretical project.20-25

On the other hand, it is very important to investigate the
spectral properties of complexes due to their close relating to
the photochemistry and photophysics of complexes. Recently,
more and more theoretical computations applying the time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) method26-32 have
been reported. The TDDFT method has successfully been used
to calculate the electronic spectra of medium-sized and large
molecules (up to 200 second-row atoms)33,34and also has been
used to calculate the electronic spectra of some transition metal
complexes including Ru(II) complexes,20-24,35,36although TD-
DFT still introduces errors by using the approximate exchange-
correlation (xc) functional, and is being improved for long-range
charge-transfer excited states.37,38However, the TDDFT studies
on the spectral properties of such a kind of complex in vacuo
and in aqueous solution are still preliminary.20,23,25,35

The complexes [Ru(L)2(dppz)]2+ (L ) phen, bpy) are not
only well-known DNA “light switch” complexes but also
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potential DNA-photocleavage agents.17,39 Barton et al.17 first
reported that the photoexcited [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ intercalator
in DNA quenched by electron acceptor can generate Ru(III)
resulting in the damage of DNA. Recently, Yavin et al.39 also
found that the [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ can cause the single-strand
cleavage of DNA through irradiation. In addition, the experi-
mental40 and theoretical studies23,41 on complexes [Ru(L)2-
(dppz)]2+ (L ) phen, bpy) have shown that their “light switch”
behaviors closely correlate to the presence of the low lying
excited states. However, so far the theoretical studies on the
properties of low lying excited states of these Ru(II) complexes,
especially ones containing substitutive groups on dppz, are rather
rare. More recently, some complexes have been synthesized by
introducing substituent into dppz and characterized.7 Moreover,
it is interesting to find that [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ can well
cause the cleavage of a single strand of DNA under irradiation
and show considerable “light switch” behavior in which the
complex emits weak luminescence in aqueous solution at the
absence of DNA and strong luminescence at the presence of
DNA. Obviously, the complex [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ and
its parent [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ have many common character-
istics in photochemical properties. Therefore, it is very signifi-
cant to study the properties of the excited states of [Ru(phen)2(6-
OH-dppz)]2+ as an example for exploring the DNA-photocleavage
mechanism by this kind of Ru(II) complex as well as the effect
of subsitituent OH on the related properties.

In this paper, we report on the structures and related properties
of the complex [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ in the ground state
(S0), the first singlet excited state (S1), and the first triplet excited
state (T1) using DFT, TDDFT, Hartree-Fock (HF), and
configuration interaction singles (CIS) methods. This article
mainly reveals the characteristics of geometric and electronic
structures of the complex in the excited states, which are much
different from those in the ground state, and hereby presents a
new insight on the explanation of DNA photocleavage at the
level of electronic structure. In addition, the electronic absorption
spectra of the complex are also computed, assigned and
simulated with the DFT/TDDFT methods.

2. Computational Methods

Structural schematic diagram of the studied complex is shown
in Figure 1. The complex [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ forms from
a Ru(II) ion, one main ligand (or called as intercalative ligand)
(6-OH-dppz), and two co-ligands (phen), and has no symmetry.
The geometry optimization of the complex in the ground state
(S0) was carried out using the DFT, HF, and second-order
Møller-Plesset perturbation (MP2)42-44 (for comparison) meth-
ods, respectively. For the obtained structures with the methods
of DFT-B3LYP and HF, the frequency calculations were also
performed to verify the optimized structure to be at an energy
minimum. The geometries of the lowest singlet excited state
(S1) and triplet excited state (T1) of the complex were fully

optimized using the CIS method,45 and for an effective
comparison, the ground structure at the level of HF was used
as the preliminary structure for the excited-state optimization.
The natural population analyses (NPA) were further carried out
for the ground state with HF method and for the excited states
with CIS method on the basis of their corresponding optimized
geometries. The electronic absorption spectra in vacuo and in
aqueous solution were calculated with the TDDFT method at
the B3LYP/LanL2DZ level, and 90 singlet-excited-state energies
of the complex were calculated. The conductor polarizable
continuum model (CPCM)46,47was applied to the solvent effect
in aqueous solution. LanL2DZ basis set48,49 was adopted for
all the calculations with Gaussian03 program-package (revision
D.01).50 In addition, in order to easily and clearly understand
the related properties of the complex, the schematic diagrams
of some related frontier molecular orbitals of the complex for
the S0 state were drawn with the Molden v3.7 program51 based
on the DFT computational results.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Ground-State (S0) and Lowest Excited-State (S1,
T1) Geometries.The calculated geometrical parameters of S0,
S1, and T1 states of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ were selectively
listed in Table 1 (atomic labels shown in Figure 1). For
comparison, the corresponding X-ray data of the analogs [Ru-
(dmp)2(dppz)](PF6)2

52 were also given in Table 1.
So far, the experimental crystal structure of complex [Ru-

(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ has not been found yet; we cannot
directly compare the calculated geometric structure with ex-
perimental one. However, we can compare the optimized
geometric structure of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ with the
structure of the analogs [Ru(dmp)2(dppz)](PF6)2 (dmp ) 2,9-
dimethyl-1,10-phenanthroline), which has the X-ray data.52 The
computational results in the ground state for [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-
dppz)]2+ are reliable because they quite near the reported
experimental values of the analogs [Ru(dmp)2(dppz)](PF6)2]52

(seen in Table 1) of which the mean coordination bond length
between center Ru atom and N atoms of main ligand is 0.2096
nm and that between center Ru atom and N atoms of coligands
is 0.2108 nm. It is easy to see that the geometric parameters
optimized by the DFT method are more consistent with the
corresponding experimental data than those by the MP2 and
HF methods, respectively.

The deviation of the geometric parameters optimized by the
HF method from the corresponding experimental data of [Ru-
(dmp)2(dppz)](PF6)2] is ∼4% for mean coordination bond length
and ∼2% for mean coordination bond angle. Therefore, the
optimized geometric structure of the complex in the ground state
with the HF method is still substantially receivable. Though, in
order to reasonably perform the comparisons of the structures
and charge properties for the ground state with those for the
excited states, the HF results were adopted for the ground state,
and the CIS results were adopted for the excited states because
the CIS method belongs to post HF method.

From Table 1, we can see that the changes of coordination
bond lengths and bond angles of the complex in the excited
states (S1, T1) relative to the ground state are considerable. First,
for the first singlet state (S1), the mean bond length of the main
ligand (Ru-Nm) is increased by 0.0069 nm and that of the
coligand (Ru-Nco) is also increased by 0.0150 nm; the
coordination bond angle between the central Ru atom and the
N atoms of the main ligand is reduced by 1.96° and that of the
coligand is reduced by 4.57°. Second, for the first triplet state
(T1), the changes in the bond lengths and the bond angles

Figure 1. Structural schematic diagram of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+

and atomic labels.
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(relative to S0) are also obvious. The mean coordination bond
length between the metal ion and the N atoms of the main ligand
is increased by 0.0139 nm, and that of the coligand is increased
by 0.0127 nm. The bond angle between the central Ru atom
and the N atoms of the main ligand is reduced by 4.17° and
that of the coligand is reduced by 4.06°. In addition, all the
dihedral angles in the main ligand are near 0.0°, and such a
result shows the planarity of the main ligand for all these
different states is excellent.

3.2. Natural Charge Populations of the Complex in the
S0, S1, and T1 States.The natural charge populations of the
complex in the S0, S1, and T1 states from the natural orbital
population analysis (NPA) on the basis of their corresponding
optimized geometric structures (the atomic labels displayed in
Figure 1) are listed in Table 2.

In general, the natural charge populations of a complex
closely relate to its chemical properties. It is very interesting to
find that the natural charge populations of the complex in the
S1 and T1 states are very different from those in the S0 state.
The positive net charges of the Ru atom greatly increase from
0.9809 (|e|) in the S0 state to 1.1772 (|e|) in the S1 state and to
1.1850 (|e|) in the T1 state.

The total net charges on ligands for these states are also given
in Table 2. From Table 2, we can also see that the positive net
charge populations on ligands for the excited state are cor-
respondingly reduced due to the electron transfer from Ru atom
to the ligands. For the S1 state, the calculated positive net charges
on the main ligand (as a whole) and the two co-ligands (as a
whole) are reduced by 0.0458 and 0.1505 (|e|), respectively,
and the same trend happens in T1 state, in which the positive
charge on the ligand is reduced by 0.0704 (|e|) for the main
ligand and 0.1337 (|e|) for the two coligands, respectively.

3.3. Some Frontier Molecular Orbitals for the Ground
State (S0) of the Complex.The frontier molecular orbitals of
the ground state (S0), for example, the highest-occupied mo-
lecular orbital (HOMO) and the occupied MOs near to HOMO
(HOMO-x) as well as the lowest-unoccupied MO (LUMO) and
the unoccupied MOs near to LUMO (LUMO+x) are very

important because they not only closely relate to spectral
properties but also to reaction activity of a complex. Some
frontier MO stereo-contour graphs of the [Ru(Phen)2(6-OH-
dppz)]2+ are shown in Figure 2, and for discussing the
substituent (-OH) effect, some frontier MO stereocontour
graphs of parent [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ at the same theory level
are also given in Figure 3. In addition, the energy levels of some
frontier MOs of complexes [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ and [Ru-
(phen)2(dppz)]2+ are also shown in Figure 4.

Many theoretical studies have shown that the DNA base pairs
are excellent electron donators, because the energies of their
occupied frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and HOMO-x)
are quite high, and the components of such molecular orbitals
are predominantly distributed on the base pairs, whereas almost
all complexes as intercalators are excellent electron acceptors,
because the energies of their unoccupied frontier molecular
orbitals (LUMO and LUMO+x) are usually negative and quite
low, even much lower than some of the frontier occupied MOs
(HOMO and HOMO-x) of the DNA base pairs.31,53 For
example, Kurita and Kobayashi31 reported the DFT results for
stacked DNA base pairs with backbones, in which the energies
of the HOMO and HOMO-x (x ) 1-6) were quite high (-1.27
to -2.08 eV) and the components of HOMO and HOMO-x
were mainly distributed on the base pairs. For our studied [Ru-
(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+, the LUMO and LUMO+x (x ) 0-3)
energies calculated by the DFT method were quite low (-7.42
to -7.23 eV) and their components were distributed on the
ligands, especially on the intercalative ligand. Such facts indicate
that [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ as an intercalator in ground state
is an excellent electron acceptor and thus it can well interact
with DNA base pairs, in agreement with its large DNA-bonding
constant of 4.68× 105 M-1.7

From Figures 2, 3, and 4, we can further see the following:
(i) Some frontier occupied MOs of which the components
mainly come from d orbitals of the Ru atom for [Ru(phen)2(6-
OH-dppz)]2+ are HOMO-1, HOMO-2, and HOMO-3, whereas
those for the parent complex [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ are HOMO,
HOMO-2, and HOMO-3. Moreover, the HOMO of [Ru(phen)2-

TABLE 1: Selected Bond Lengths in Nanometer and Bond Angles in Degree for the Ground State (S0) with HF, MP2, and
B3LYP Methods, Respectively, as well as Those for the Lowest Singlet Excited State (S1) and the Lowest Triplet Excited State
(T1) of [Ru (phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ with the CIS Method

statea Ru-Nm
b Ru-Nco

b C-C(N)mc C-C(N)co
c C6-O10/O10-H11 N5-H11 θm

d θco
d âd

S0
B3LYP 0.2106 0.2107 0.1405 0.1405 0.1375/0.0983 0.2283 79.16 79.44 0.00

S0
MP2 0.2075 0.2078 0.1423 0.1423 0.1402/0.0989 0.2324 80.35 80.50-0.07

S0
HF 0.2181 0.2184 0.1389 0.1391 0.1365/0.0953 0.2367 77.17 77.55 0.13

(expt)e 0.2096 0.2108 78.86 79.13
S1

CIS//HF 0.2250 0.2334 0.1390 0.1391 0.1365/0.0953 0.2367 75.21 72.83 0.17
T1

CIS//HF 0.2320 0.2311 0.1390 0.1391 0.1365/0.0953 0.2366 73.00 73.49 0.09

a Superscript means the calculation method.b Ru-Nm is the average coordination bond length between the central atom and the main ligand
(OH-dppz), and Ru-Nco is that between the central atom and the coligand (phen).c C-C(N)m is the mean bond length of the skeleton of the main
ligand, and C-C(N)co is that of the coligands (phen).d θm is the coordination bond angle of the central atom and the two N atoms of the main
ligand, andθco is that of the central atom and the two N atoms of coligand (phen), â is the dihedral angle C9-C6-O10-H11. e The X-ray data of
the analogs [Ru(dmp)2(dppz)](PF6)2.52

TABLE 2: Related Natural Charge Populations (|e|) of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ in the Ground State (S0) at HF/LanL2DZ
Level, and in the First Singlet Excited State (S1), and the First Triplet Excited State (T1) at CIS/LanL2DZ Level

state Ru N1 C2 C3 C4 N5 C6

S0
HF 0.9809 -0.5854 0.1592 -0.2344 -0.0787 -0.5008 0.4047

S1
CIS//HF 1.1772 -0.6071 0.1607 -0.2367 -0.0769 -0.5009 0.4048

T1
CIS//HF 1.1850 -0.6123 0.1559 -0.2357 -0.0804 -0.5010 0.4047

C7 C8 C9 OH main-L co-L

S0
HF -0.0757 0.2081 0.1267 -0.2508 0.3397 0.6794

S1
CIS//HF -0.0780 0.2082 0.1270 -0.2507 0.2939 0.5289

T1
CIS//HF -0.0757 0.2081 0.1270 -0.2508 0.2693 0.5457
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(6-OH-dppz)]2+ comes mainly fromπdppzand n(O) orbitals. (ii)
Some frontier unoccupied MOs of which the components mainly
come fromπdppz for [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ are the LUMO
and LUMO+1, LUMO+4 and LUMO+6, whereas those for
[Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ are LUMO+1, LUMO+5 and LUMO+6.
It suggests that the substituent OH on dppz makes the LUMO
have much moreπ* components on the main ligand OH-dppz,
compared with the LUMO of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+. (iii) The
substituent OH makes the energy gap between the HOMO and
LUMO of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ obviously smaller than
that of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ (seen in Figure 4).

Above-mentioned electronic structural characteristics of [Ru-
(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ can be used to explain the spectral and
DNA-photocleavage properties of the complex along with the
TDDFT results.

3.4. Theoretical Explanation on the Spectral Properties.
The experimental absorption spectra of the complex [Ru(phen)2-
(6-OH-dppz)]2+ in aqueous solution show that there are three
bands with comparable intensity, lying in the range of 250-

550 nm.7 The first one is a strong and broad absorption band
centered at 440 nm (2.82 eV), which is generally assigned to a
singlet metal-to-ligand charge transfer (1MLCT) and very widely
applied in bioinorganic chemistry. There are two strong and
narrow bands centered at 325 nm (3.81 eV) and 262 nm (4.73
eV), respectively. These three bands can be theoretically well
calculated, simulated, and explained. The calculated excitation
energies (∆E/eV) within the range 250-550 nm, oscillator
strengths (f g 0.05) and main orbital transition contributions
(g15%) of the complex in vacuo and in aqueous solution with
the TDDFT at the level of B3LYP/LanL2DZ, as well as the
experimental values are given in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.
Moreover, the simulated electronic spectra of the complex in
vacuo and in aqueous solution are also shown along with the
experimental absorption spectra in Figure 5.

From Tables 3, 4 and Figure 4, we can see that the results of
the spectral calculations and simulations for this complex in
vacuo and in aqueous solution are very near except for some
oscillator strengths and some details of transitions.

Figure 2. Some frontier MO contour plots of the ground state S0 of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ in vacuo at the level of B3LYP/LanL2DZ.
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First, for the calculated spectra in aqueous solution, there are
seven excited states lying in the range of 350-550 nm, including
two pairs of quasi energy degenerate MLCT transitions, in which
one pair at 429 and 427 nm with close oscillator strength (f )
0.095 and 0.100) can mainly be characterized by the transition
of dRufπ*co+π*m and dRufπ*m+π*co, another pair at 402 nm
and 401 nm with close oscillator strength (f ) 0.129 and 0.104)
can mainly be characterized by the transition of dRufπ*co+π*m

(>80%). In addition, there are three relatively weak bands at
476 (f ) 0.077), 412 (f ) 0.060), and 409 nm (f ) 0.055) with
the transition from d orbital to ligands. Therefore, the experi-
mental broadband at∼440 nm can be assigned to the superposi-
tion of the two pairs of stronger bands and the three separate
weak bands with the character of MLCT transition. Similarly,
for the spectral calculation results in vacuo, this experimental
broadband can be assigned to the superposition of the four bands
at 432 (f ) 0.059), 428 (f ) 0.244), 402 (f ) 0.088), and 375
nm (f ) 0.054) with MLCT character.

Next, for the calculated spectra in aqueous solution, there is
one strong and relatively narrow band in the range of 300-
350 nm. The calculated transition band at 314 nm mainly

involves the inner transition of main ligandπmfπ*m (78%)
with very large oscillator strength (f ) 0.973), and thus it can
be characterized by the LL transition and corresponds to the
experimental band at∼325 nm. Similarly, for the spectral
calculation results in vacuo, this experimental band can be
assigned to the superposition of the three bands at 335 (f )
0.080), 325 (f ) 0.093), and 316 nm (f ) 0.295) with LL
character.

Finally, for the calculated spectra in aqueous solution, there
are two pairs of quasidegenerate transitions, in which one pair
lies at 267 (f ) 0.096) and 266 nm (f ) 0.130) and another
pair lies at 264 (f ) 0.053) and 262 nm (f ) 0.087). The former
pair is composed of the transitions at 267 nm mainly coming
from πmfπ* co (80%) and the transitions at 266 nm mainly
involvingdRufπ*m(50%),πmfπ*m+π*co(22%),andπcofπ*m+π*co

(18%). The latter pair is composed of the transitions at 264 nm
mainly coming fromπcofπ*m+π* co (59%) and the transitions
at 262 nm coming fromπcofπ*co (30%),πcofπ*m (20%), and
πmfπ* co (25%). Therefore, the experimental band at 262 nm
can be assigned to the superposition of the two pairs of
transitions with LLCT character mixed with some MLCT.
However, in the spectral calculation in vacuo, this experimental
band can be assigned to the superposition of the seven bands at
275 (f ) 0.176), 273 (f ) 0.093), 273 (f ) 0.107), 271 (f )
0.054), 266 (f ) 0.141), 263 (f ) 0.105), and 261 nm (f )
0.125) with very close energies and pure LL character except
for the band at 271 nm mixed with some MM character.

The absorption spectra in aqueous solution of parent complex
[Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ simulated with the similar method by
Fantacci et al.21 show that there are two pairs of strong excitation
states with large oscillator strengthf ≈ 0.1 responsible for well-
known 1MLCT. One pair at∼414 nm comes mainly from
dRufπ*phen and dRufπ*phen+π*dppz, another pair at∼380 nm
mixed with LL character comes from dRufπ*dppz, πdppzfπ*dppz,
and dRufπ*phen. For complex [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+, our
computational results in aqueous solution also show two pairs
of comparable MLCT excitation states with large oscillator
strengthf ≈ 0.1. One pair at∼429 nm comes mainly from the
transitions dRufπ* co+π*m and dRufπ*m+π* co, another pair
at∼402 nm comes mainly from the transition of dRufπ*co+π*m.
It is in agreement with the increasing main ligand components
on LUMO due to introducing substituent OH, and it shows that

Figure 3. Some frontier MO contour plots of the ground state of [Ru(phen)2(dppz)]2+ in vacuo at the level of B3LYP/LanL2DZ.

Figure 4. Energy levels of some frontier molecular orbitals of [Ru-
(phen)2(dppz)]2+ and [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ in vacuo.
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the substituent OH on dppz can make more “electron cloud”
transfer from metal ion to main ligand.

It is very interesting to find the following: In general, the
calculated and simulated spectra in aqueous solution should be
better than those in vacuo; however, here the simulated spectra
in vacuo are better than those in aqueous solution for the LL
band at∼325 nm in both oscillator strengthf and character. It
may be attributed to the molecular intra-H-bond structure in
[Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ since the molecular intra-H-bond
coming from N5-C9-C6-O10-H11 (see Figure 1) leads the
hydrophobicity of the complex to enhance. The detailed
interpretation regarding this phenomenon will be performed in
further studies.

3.5. Theoretical Explanation on DNA Photocleavage by
the Complex.The mechanism on DNA photocleavage by the
Ru(II) complex is currently a very interesting and frontier
subject. Many experimental studies11,14,15,17,54,55have demon-
strated that UV or visual light irradiation can bring an electron
transfer from a photoinduced Ru(II) complex to other various

molecule or bring an electron transfer of intramolecule, resulting
in a higher oxidation state (e.g., Ru(III)). Since the Ru(III) ion
has a very strong oxidizing ability,55 it can oxidize base pairs
within the DNA duplex and thus result in the DNA cleavage.
Barton et al. reported that the photoinduced complex [Ru(phen)2-
(dppz)]2+ can generate Ru(III) by intermolecular electron
transfer17 and result in the damage of DNA. Recently, Ji et al.7

reported that the complex ([Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+) can well
cleave the single strand of DNA in experiment, but the
mechanism of DNA photocleavage was not offered. So far,
although a photoinduced oxidation reduction mechanism of
DNA photocleavage by the Ru(II) complexes has been experi-
mentally presented, the corresponding theoretical report has not
been found. Here, based on the studies of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-
dppz)]2+, we provide a theoretical insight for such a mechanism.

First, under UV or visual light irradiation, [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-
dppz)]2+ complex changes from the ground state (S0) to the
lowest excited state (S1 and T1). From the natural charge
populations (see Table 2), we can see the following: the positive

TABLE 3: Calculated Excitation Energies (∆E/eV), Oscillator Strengths (f g 0.05), and Main Orbital Transition Contributions
(g15%) of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ with the TDDFT at the Level of RB3LYP/LanL2DZ in Vacuo as well as the Experimental
Values

major contributiona ∆E, eV f λcal (nm) λexp
b (nm) character

1 Hc-3(dRu) fL+1(π*m+π* co)(32%), 2.87 0.059 432 440 (2.82 eV) MLCT
H-2(dRu) f Ld+2(*π* co)(28%)

H-2(dRu)fL+1(π*m+π* co)(25%),H-1(dRu)f
L+3(π* co)(22%),H-2(dRu) f LUMO(π*m +π* co)(18%)

2.90 0.244 428 MLCT

H-2(dRu) f L+3(π* co) (38%), H-1(dRu) fL+5(π* co) (37%) 3.09 0.088 402 MLCT
H-1(dRu) f L+6(π*m) (81%) 3.24 0.051 383 MLCT

2 H-5(πm) f LUMO(π*m +π* co)(78%) 3.70 0.080 335 325 (3.81 eV) LL
H-5(πm) f L+1(π*m +π* co)(80%), 3.82 0.093 325 LL
H-5(πm) f LUMO(π*m +π* co)(16%)

H-5(πm) f L+4(π*m)(65%) 3.92 0.295 316 LL
3 HOMO{πm+n(O)} f L+11(π*m)(35%),H-9(πco) f LUMO 4.51 0.176 275 262 (4.73 eV) LL

(π*m +π* co)(30%), HOMO{πm+n(O)} f L+10(π* co)(15%)

H-8(πm) f L+3 (π* co)(85%) 4.53 0.093 273 LL
H-8(πm) f L+3(π* co) (25%), H-9(πco) f L+2(π* co)(16%) 4.54 0.107 273 LL
H-2(dRu) f L+13(d*Ru)(33%),H-3(dRu) f

L+14(d*Ru*) (26%),H-9(πco) f L+1(π*m/
π* co)(15%),H-3(dRu)fL+8(π* co)(15%)

4.58 0.054 271 MM/LL

H-7(πco) f L+6(π*m)(72%), H-6(πco) f L+6 (π*m)(15%) 4.67 0.141 266 LL
H-9(πco) f L+4(π*m)(37%), H-9(πco) f L+5(π* co)(28%) 4.71 0.105 263 LL
H-8(πm) f L+6(π*m)(43%), H-7(πco) f L+6 (π*m)(17%) 4.75 0.125 261 LL

a Contributions of main orbital transition contributions are shown in parentheses (g15%), the subscript “m” in “πm” means the dppz of main
ligand, and the subscript “co” means co-ligands. H, HOMO; L, LUMO.b Experimental absorption spectra in aqueous solution.

TABLE 4: Calculated Excitation Energies (∆E/eV), Oscillator Strengths (f g 0.05), and Main Orbital Transition Contributions
(g15%) of [Ru(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ with the TDDFT at the Level of RB3LYP/LanL2DZ in Aqueous Solution as well as the
Experimental Values

major contributiona ∆E, eV f λcal (nm) λexp
b (nm) character

1 H-2(dRu) f LUMO(π*m)(90%) 2.60 0.077 476 440 (2.82 eV) MLCT
H-2(dRu) f L+3(π* co)(43%), 2.89 0.095 429 MLCT
H-1(dRu) f L+2(π*m+π* co)(40%)

H-2(dRu) f L+2(π*m+π* co)(32%),H-2(dRu) f
L+1(π*m+π* co)(26%),H-1(dRu) f L+3(π* co)(16%),

2.90 0.100 427 MLCT

HOMO(dRu) f L+4(π* co+π*m)(16%)

HOMO(dRu) f L+6(π* co)(83%) 3.00 0.060 412 MLCT
HOMO(dRu) f L+5(π*m)(84%) 3.03 0.055 409 MLCT
H-1(dRu) f L+4(π* co+π*m)(83%) 3.08 0.129 402 MLCT
H-2(dRu) f L+4(π* co+π*m)(84%) 3.09 0.104 401 MLCT

2 H-6(πm) f LUMO(π*m)(78%) 3.95 0.973 314 325 (3.81 eV) LL
3 H-6(πm) f L+6(π* co)(52%),H-10(πm) f L+3(π* co)(28%) 4.64 0.096 267 262 (4.73 eV) LL

H-2(dRu) f L+10(π*m)(50%),H-10(πm) f
L+2(π*m+π* co)(22%),H-8(πco) f L+4(π* co+π*m)(18%)

4.65 0.130 266 MLCT/LL

H-9(πco) f L+4(π* co+π*m)(59%) 4.69 0.053 264 LL
H-9(πco) f L+6(π* co)(30%),H-8(πco) f

L+5(π*m)(20%),H-7(πm) f L+6(π* co)(25%)

4.72 0.087 262 LL

a Contributions of main orbital transition contributions are shown in parentheses (g15%), the subscript “m” in “πm” means the dppz of main
ligand, and the subscript “co” means co-ligands. H, HOMO; L, LUMO.b Experimental absorption spectra in aqueous solution.
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charges of Ru atom increases from 0.9809 (|e|) in S0 to 1.1772
(|e|) in S1 (or 1.180|e| in T1), moreover, the positive charges
on the main ligand of the complex in S1 and T1 are concomi-
tantly changed, and they considerably reduce from 0.3397 (|e|)
in S0 to 0.2939 (|e|) in S1 and 0.2693 (|e|) in T1. Such changes
show that the complex undergoes an obvious electron transfer
between the central atom and ligands from S0 to S1 (or T1) under
light irradiation, as a result, the oxidizing ability of the Ru atom
in the complex is greatly increased.

Second, from the spectral analyses in section 3.4, we can
see that the electron transfers both in vacuo and in aqueous
solution (in Table 4) mainly occur between the occupied orbitals
(HOMO or HOMO-x) characterized by dRu and the unoccupied
orbitals (LUMO or LUMO+x) characterized byπm or πphen. It
is the reason why the change in natural charge populations is
so large from the ground state to the excited states. Such facts
also mean that the ability of the frontier unoccupied MO in
excited states to accept electron will be greatly decreased, and
thus the interaction between the main ligand and the DNA base
pairs will be reduced in the excited states, because DNA base
pairs are electron donors and the intercalative ligand is an
electron acceptor.53

Third, as soon as the excited-state of the complex is formed
under light irradiation, the distortion of geometry of the complex
will happen in the lifetime of the excited states within only
several hundred nanoseconds for T1 and much shorter lifetime
for the S1. The bond lengths (Ru-N)m and (Ru-N)co of the
complex in the excited states are considerably increased (seen
in Table 1) relative to those in the ground state. Moreover, the
coordination bond angle (N-Ru-N)m is considerably decreased.
The changes in only several hundred nanoseconds maybe
produce a strong impulsive force instantaneously along the
intercalative direction of the complex to DNA. Meanwhile, the
marked increase of bond length Ru-N in the excited state means
that the coordination bond (or interaction) between the Ru ion
and the N atoms of the ligands becomes weak. So such a change
must be advantageous to making Ru ion free from coordination
bond trammel and thus forms the Ru ion center with a high
positive charge (expressed as Ru(III)).

In addition, from Figure 2-4, we can see that∆εL-H of [Ru-
(phen)2(6-OH-dppz)]2+ (1) is smaller than that of [Ru(phen)2-
(dppz)]2+ (2) and the populations of LUMO on main ligand for
1 is greater than those for2. It means that the electrons (or
“electron cloud”) of1 with substituent OH on the main ligand
(dppz) easily transfer from HOMO to LUMO which plays an
important role in DNA binding under light irradiation. It may
be reasonable to speculate on that the DNA photocleavage
ability of 1 is stronger than that of parent complex2, and such
a speculation is expecting the experimental confirmation.

In summary, regarding the experimental photoinduced oxida-
tion reduction mechanism of DNA photocleavage by [Ru(phen)2-
(6-OH-dppz)]2+, we can theoretically propose the following:
During light irradiation, the positive charge of the Ru atom in
the complex is greatly increased due to the charge transfer from
the central Ru atom to ligands (MLCT); the interaction between
main ligand and DNA is also considerably weakened because
the LUMO (or LUMO+x) of the complex characterized byπm

has accepted some electrons (or “electron-cloud”) from the Ru
atom; moreover, the interaction between Ru atom and the
ligands is considerably reduced due to the distortions of
geometry of the complex (especially the increase in the
coordination bond length Ru-N). As a result, the Ru(III) ion
center with high oxidizing ability in complex forms and
approaches to DNA base pairs to oxidize them.

4. Conclusions

Theoretical results show the following: (1) Under UV or
visual light irradiation, an obvious charge transfer happens from
Ru central atom to the ligands of the complex, and the positive
charges of the central Ru atom in the excited states (S1 and T1)
are greatly increased relative to those in the ground state (S0),
and thus its oxidation ability is greatly enhanced in the excited
states. (2) The positive charges on the main ligand in the excited
states are considerably reduced due to the transfer of some
“electron cloud” from central atom Ru(II) to main ligand, and
thus the interaction between intercalative ligand and DNA base
pairs is considerably weakened. (3) The distortion of geometry
of the complex in the excited states is advantageous to the
complex producing a Ru ion with high positive value (expressed
as Ru(III)). As a result, the Ru(III) center with high oxidizing
ability in the complex easily approaches to DNA base pairs to
oxidize them. So our studies offer a theoretical explanation for
the experimental photoinduced oxidation reduction mechanism
of DNA photocleavage by the complex. In addition, the three
absorption spectral bands in vacuo and in aqueous solution have
also theoretically been calculated, simulated and assigned, and
they are in good agreement with the experimental results.
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